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Crabbe Airs Programs on KWG
COP, Debt-Free,
Looks to Bright
Future: Knoles
The College of the Pacific, first
chartered institution of its rank
in California, entered a new era
in its 95th year history on Tuesday
evening, March 26, when the
ceremony of the "burning of the
mortgage" was celebrated, mark
ing freedom from indebtedness.
Among the 200 guests attend
ing the formal affair in Ander
son Hall were trustees, faculty,
friends, and supporters of the
college, many of them from the
Bay area, and Bishop James C.
Baker of the Methodist Church.
As President Tully C. Knoles
held the $175,000 mortgage, as
sistant to the president Robert E.
Burns and executive vice-presi
dent and comptroller O. H. Ritter
applied the matches. The ashes
dropped into an old copper box
which had been placed in the
cornerstone of West Hall on the
old San Jose campus in 1884.
Burns explained that when the
hall burned years ago the box,
enclosed in the cornerstone, was
lost. Recently officials of the
Santa Clara University prepara
tory school found the box and
sent it and its contents to Presi
dent Knoles.
In the copper box were scrolls
bearing the names of members
of the forerunners of the earliest
California sororities, Emendia,
founded in 1854, and Sopholectia,
founded in 1881.
President Tully C. Knoles, in
bis address of the evening, refered briefly to the Pacific's past
wbich began in 1851 when the
Supreme Court of California
granted a charter for the Califor
nia Weslyan College, a name soon
changed to the University of the
acific. But in the main Knoles
turned to the future to stress ob
jectives for Pacific to be achieved by the centennial celebration
"> 1951.
With the debt cleared, Knoles
nailed for $1,000,000 of added enowrnent to solidify the institu'ons future and keep it steady
trough any contingency.
irst gift toward the erection
a new wing for Morris Chapel.
? °use the Religious Education
apartment, is an initial gift from
5s" Percy F. Morris of Berkeley,
. 0 with her husband was prinPa donor of the chapel which
be5rs their name.
- otable among the building
a Wects visioned by Knoles was
in?3 f°r a ®tudent Union buildand ^latc^n8 student sentiment,
u.. , r which he said financing
nad begu .
n

bui new speech department
f£nojIng's a "must," according to
spp P)!' to bouse the unique
correction service develop- Continued on page 2)

Crabbe At Studio Controls

John Crabbe Announces Radio
Shows to be Aired from Campus

By BYRON MEYER
Things have been buzzing at our campus radio studio during the
past week. The redecorated studio, whose ceiling has been lowered
six inches (on approval of O.P.A.), boasts flourescent fixtures, im
proved sound proofing aided by fully carpeted floors, and new ad
ditional pieces of technical equipment.
While projected in the not dis
tant future is the superb F. M.
Dance, Softball Game station, it is with pleasure that
John Crabbe, director of radio,
Skits to Feature
announces the greatest array of
radio shows yet produced at Paci
Campus Day Fete
fic to originate from the campus
Pie eating contests, a Softball studio and to be aired over radio
game, relay races, and novelty station KWG.
races will be the main features of
In cooperation with the Na
this year's Campus Day celebra tional Safety Council, Deane Ter
tion, according to Don Swift, ry and Lester Jacobsen will re
John C. Crabbe, recently returned to C.O.P. from the Navy has again chairman of the event to be held lease a show Mondays at 7:45 p.
taken over the College radio studio. Crabbe plans to present 14 or Saturday, April 27, on the cam m., featuring interviews and dis
cussions pertaining to safety.
15 programs, featuring C.O.P. students, over local station KWG dur pus.
Fifteen minutes of recorded
The
celebration
will
be
termin
ing the remainder of the semester.
ated with an evening dance fea Chapel music will be released
turing Bud Stone's orchestra. Tuesdays at 6:00 p. m. Tom
The theme of the dance will be Stevens and Carol George will
"Spring Fever." The attire for produce.
the dance will be cottons for the
Wednesdays at 7:15 p. m.,
girls and sweater 'n' slacks for Leighton Edelman will direct a
the boys. Costume for the day is series of recitals conducted by the
Pacific Conservatory faculty.
Last week, through opinions of students interviewed on campus, levis and plaid shirts.
Jackie Geyer and Arlene Lud
we managed to eliminate, (by words only), Pacific's own "skid-row,"
"Chow Down" starts at noon
Stadium Drive, haven for the local "weed beaters," who at frequent and is to be picnic style on the low are developing a children's
Intervals during the day like to take time out for a few "drags on the grass. However, only holders of story—telling hour originating
drive."
cafeteria cards will be permitted from the Chapel and featuring
This week, the candid views of*
to go through the luncheon line. the Kress organ.
Pacific Sports Page of the Air,
that
a
student
union
would
pro
faculty members, as well as those
Swift suggested that off campus
of students, favor and demand a vide facilities for club, commit groups, fraternities, and sorori edited by Frank Jeans, will be
unity of all student activity cen tee and group meetings on cam ties bring box lunches to be able aired Thursdays at 7:45 p. m.
A series of broadcasts in con
ters on campus into a centralized
pus, as well as for social occas to eat with the others. The cafe junction with the Food Proces
student union, thus eliminating
teria menu is to include hot dogs,
the popular, "skid-row," the al ions, particularly during basket potato salad, soft drinks, and a sors Foundation will be produced
by Jean Pierce and Ed McClarty
ways crowded "Cub House," and ball season. "Organizations now dessert.
and
will be released Thursdays at
making way for a local center for housed in the Cub House, the stu
Calender of events for the day
all student government and so dent body, almuni, faculty, par include: the Freshmen skit at 9:30 p. m.
Pacific Symposium, featuring
cial activities on campus.
ents, and friends should help pay 9:30, on the practice field; Sopho student discussions of current
Of the proposed student union,
more skit at 11:45; "Chow" at topics of public interest, will be
for it."
Dr. Ralph Eckert stated, "Stu
noon.
aired Tuesdays at 5:45 by Marion
dents need a place for a center of
Rita Strangio, campus "cleo,"
Akers and Max Gobel.
Afternoon
events
begin
at
all activities. They need social commented, "There ought to be
Art Farey's Pacific Previews
12:20
with
the
Senior
skit,
follow
rooms for dances and parties as some place on campus where kids
program is a show that brings to
ed
by
softball
games
at
1:15,
and
well as a place to lounge between can get together and have good
the mike the people that make
classes. Alumni and students clean fun. They ought to ask at 3:15 special novelty races such the various cultural events on
as wheelbarrow races, peanut
should all donate."
sponsors to begin financing it. It race, etc., and ending with a tug campus available to the public.
"There is no question about would pay for itself after that."
of war. The pool and tennis Mr. Farey's show can be heard
the need for a student union,"
"A student union wouuld afford courts will be opened to students Thursdays at 6:00 p. m.
commented Dean of Women Lu a closer association of students all day.
Outstanding students from the
cille Watson, "Facilities of that on campus, but
Pacific
Conservatory will appear
the school
Swift said that he hoped this
kind are essential to a realization shouldn't pay. Donations from
in Pacific Musicale, a show writ
year's
Campus
Day
would
be
big
of the kind of student activities everyone would be better, and it
ger and better than ever because ten and produced by Jack Friend
program that our students are should be strictly a student af
and Helen Cufnmings.
capable to develop. It will re fair." That was Max Gobel of the experience gained in last
For those who are able to get
year's celebration. He addded
quire contributions from many speaking.
up by 9:45 a. m. Sunday morn
that a P.S.A. card is all you need
sources."
ings, John Crabbe reviews books
to have a good time.
Mrs.
M.
Senter,
adult
manager
and current interest in his show,
Dick Pederson stated, "There is
"Beside the Bookshelf."
no student center on campus, and of the Cub House, believes that
Radio Drama students appear
especially no place for town stu with a student union, "Cub House
Thursday evenings at 9:30 p. m.
dents to go. A student union, to helpers can give the students the
The tests for all new stu
An original CBS production en
which students should contribute service that they should be giv
dents at Stockton Junior Col
en."
She
added
that
the
present
titled, "Luck," is the second show
a considerable part of the money,
lege will be given Saturday,
produced by this class for the
would also furnish an adequate Cub House doesn't give campus
visitors "too good of an impres April 6, at 8:30 a. m. sharp in semester.
place to give dances."
the Auditorium. Failure to be
sion of COP social quarters."
Students and faculty members
"We need an enlarged Cub
present will be sufficient
are
invited to attend any or all
House, for one thing," believes
Russ Parmenter, former Vet grounds for cancellation of
Mary Flaa, ex-Weekly editor. "A Club prexy, comes along with a your registration. If it should of these radio productions; how
student union would also afford new angle. "It would certainly be impossible for you to be ever, they are asked to appear
at the Radio Studio at least fif
a place to give good dances."
make life on campus more inter
present, please see Dr. Eckert teen minutes before the sched
esting—especially
for
those
living
Among many other things,
in Room 111 this week.
uled time of the broadcast.
Dean of Men, Fred Farley added off-campus." How true Russ!
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Faculty Members Agree
Student Union a "Must"

Important Notice
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Opening Night, ^Tomorrow's Sun' COP Debt Free
from page 1)
American Premiere London Smash ed by(Continued
Dr. Roy C. McCall. There

Turnups

office . . . and, while Bob Tc
continued carrying bundles
National, Frank Robinson s
"Her Tears Flowed Like Wi
By "HALF-AJUG"
and the good ship Missoula
"Tomorrow's Sun" has its American premiere tonight in the Lit
is also a need for radio studios
out to sea . . . Tom HoU
tle Theatre. This will be the 158th major production in 22 seasons
From the tip of the tail of Tul- kept on takin' corners on i
since a contract with the General
of continuous operation under the direction of DeMarcus Brown.
Electric Company has been sign ly's horse behind the Prez's house
The Maurice Browne drama was first presented in London, and this ed for FM broadcasting transmis (the same house where Lydia wheels . . . Dona Perrott fide
while the mortgage burned ;
will be its first presentation in the United States. DeMarcus Brown
sion equipment contingent on the Runis lives and weaves Hawaiian
. . . . P h i l K a u f m a n , :
obtained the script while in New York last summer
granting of a license for an edu leis from American daffodils) to Corwin, and Dave Gerber ca
cational station which is now on the last seat in the first row of off the sick list . . . Walt "fj
This unusual story gives a new
file with the Federal Communi Baxter Stadium (where Mrs. Jack Heh!" Straley played nothing |
interest to the old Joan of Arc
Runcie and her tiny tot in a jibcations Commission.
slow pieces at the Archania dai
legend and is the first of its kind
cart come on sunny afternoons
Wings
added
to
the
Conserva
and "Stork" & Co. danced to '6
to be presented by the Little
tory building structure, which to watch the "old man" run the
. "Treasurer" Kolb attenc
Theatre. The cast for the Sun is
would
allow expansion of music 440)—Half-aJug Chomper growls an Ex-Comeet . . . "Horizont,
well chosen, featuring some of
"howdy."
and drama activities; a Marine
McAdams went back to sleep
PLT's most promising young
Laboratory station at
Dillon APRIL FOOLERS
Thespians.
YER FRENS & MY
were Maxine Allen and Fred
"There will be no war." This Beach in Marin County; and new
Leslie "Sno-burn" Baxter .
was the emphatic statement made library facilities were other proj Wolfram when they plotted this:
Ed
"Pappy" Spalding . . Maril;
ects
set
forth
as
well
as
the
de
"You know that dog that has been
by Maurice Hindus in his talk on
"Stareyes" Bishop . . Joe "Oki
velopment
of
Knoles
Field
into
a
running
around
all
week?
Well,
Russia, Today and Tomorrow,
great campus recreational and she finally had her puppies in homa Hills" Hodson . . Pat "(
here March 27th.
sports area.
back of the Cub. Do you want to gar Please" Robertson . . . "]
Mr. Hindus, writer and author
see
them?" Scene H: Mr. Wind- Twins" Fox & Scherenbeck . .
An
invocation
by
Dr.
C.
B.
Syl
ity on Russia, explained by some
miller
bending down beneath the Jean "One Kiss" Farley
Methodist
very simple examples the actions vester of Central
Cub
House
looking into a dark Cliff "We'll Make It Tomorrov
Church
began
the
evening.
Presi
of Russia.
dent of the Board of Trustees O. box to find—nothing but "April Smythe . . . Jean "Fell in Loi
There will be no war in Europe, D. Jacoby of Oakland and Bishop fool!" Add in: Mr. Risser and Lake" Hicok . . . Bob "Where
because there is no controversy of the California Area James C. 1 Mr. Wenger and students, yea My Date?" Lupe . . . Downin
over the smaller nations like Nor
McCabe & "Sharky" Lancasfe
Baker made preliminary state-lmany
way, Sweden, Holland, etc., he ex
and a dog at the SCA dance
ments to the actual burning of WHILE
plained. These countries are do
the mortgage document.
Bobbee Connolley let her broth HALF-AJUG
ing away with their old feudalis
A Conservatory string trio en er's horse feed on the Epsi-lawn,
ts governments and are trying
sez "turn in your empty turn:
out a system of state ownership. tertained during the banquet and 3 presidents (Tish, Stein and jugs today and get your refum
the Women's A Capella Choir Lane) of the IAFL (Independent so's you can go to "Tomorrow
Mr. Hindus pointed out that sang following dinner.
Anti-Female League) went to our Sun' tomorrow!"
these countries held no danger
for Russia and she will not fight
My only sin is vanity. I look
over them.
into my mirror every morning
However, he went on to say,
BYRON MEYER
and think how beautiful I am.
Russia is suspicious of the re
That's not a sin—that's a mis
Marilyn Dow will play the part maining feudal countries, like
of St. Joan, wearing the mail in Poland and Iran. Russia can be take.
which Maude Adams did her fa understood, only by placing our
mous portrayal of Joan d'Arc.
selves in her position.
Russia's main desire is to abol
Max Gobel plays the part of
William de Flavy who is Joan's ish race inequalities, to wipe out
betrayer, Shirley Reid is his wife the feudal governments, and to
give the land back to the worker.
and Joan's friend.
The situation between Russia and
Byron Meyer plays the 15th England has been strained for
century troubador, staunch ally
200 years, stated Hindus, because
of Joan. Burt Trulsson is the
the Colonial offices of the British
British officer who aids in the be
empire stands for everything Rus
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
trayal. Others in the cast are
sia is against.
Don Cross, Doris Blum, David
3216 Pacific Ave.
America would enter another
Farley, Nils Trulsson, Jr., and
war,
only
for
England
or
China.
Jack Devoe.

Maurice Hindus
Series Speaker
Says--No War!

Z7Aot&

Tomorrow's Sun will play to
night and tomorrow night, and al
so next week-end. Tickets are on
sale at the Little Theatre Box of
fice for $1.50, $1.00, and $.70.

At Last

ALL RUBBER

BATHING
CAPS
Moulded — No Seams

18.40 up

Colors
white, blue, red, green, yellow

Flip the calendar leaves
... any day or month is
suit time! New with
belts, bright colors and
fullness — new

in

checks, plaids and solid
tones, but you can be
sure the old Penney,
quality is still there!
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SOCIETY
Katten's Town
and Country
By NANCY 'n' CONNIE
With each day spring is becom
ing more and evident. In a few
weeks Easter Sunday will be
here—Easter Sunday
with it's
parade of new spring hats.
Katten and Marengo has their
large array of smart' spring hats
ready for their customers, and it
looks as if they have already at
tracted quite a crowd of coeds
from Pacific, who are eager to
pick out something really special
in the way of a new Easter hat.
Marnelle Rubel chose one of
Katten's Knox hats for her Easter
bonnet. It's the coolie type
which will be very popular this
spring. Her new hat is made of
soft pink felt. It looks stunning
with her white suit, pink match
ing gloves, white purse, and white
summer heels. The combination
of pink and white shows off her
dark hair beautifully. Marnelle's
Easter outfit is ready—come
ahead Easter Sunday!
Mary Speer and Barbara Acornero found the type of hats they
had planned in their minds in
Katten's Millinery Shop. Mary
got a beautiful little black half
hat haloed in summer flowers
for the approaching holiday. She
is planning on wearing it with
her new aqua dress of light
weight wool, styled with a turtle
neck and cap and sleeves. The
color and style of the hats should
compliment her blonde feather
bob.
A good-looking eye-catching
feather hat, one of Katten's lat
est creations, suited Barbara's
fancy. It has a lime green crown
made of felt trimmed in feathers,
which will undoubtedly produce,
when she wears it on Easter Sun
day, a striking contrast with her
pretty olive complexion and jet
black hair. We predict these new
feather hats will be very popular
within the coming season. They
come in different shades of pas
tels and give promise of attractive
Easter bonnets.
Pat Gregory chose a very fetchjog Milan's leghorn hat with a
'arge white brim. It is made of
straw and will be. very much in
emand this spring, as it can be

Sorority Rushing to
Begin Sunday Evening
Sign up for rushing, held in the
Personnel Office, was officially
closed last Wednesday, April 3rd.
Rushing rules, decided upon by a
Pan-Hellenic committee, are list
ed below.
Unaffiliated girls should not en
ter any sorority house or con
verse with any affiliated girl dur
ing the period extending from
April 3rd to April 18th.
The rushing schedule is as fol
lows: Opening event, dessert, on
Sunday, April 7th from 6:00 to
8:00 at Epsilon; 7:00 to 9:00 at
Tau Kappa; and 8:00 to 10:00 at
Alpha Thete.
Open House will be held on
Monday, April 8th, from 3:00 to
5:00 at Alpha Thete; 3:30 to 5:30
at Tau Kappa; and 4:00 to 6:00
at Epsilon. Informal dinner is
to be on Wednesday, April 10th
from 6:00 to 8:00 at Epsilon
Lambda Sigma; on Thursday,
April 11th, from 6:00 to 8:30 at
Alpha Thete; and Friday, April
12th, from 6:00 to 8:30 at Tau
Kappa Kappa.
Formal preference dinners will
be held at all houses on Monday,
April 15th from 6:00 to 8:00.
The first two rush events are
held by general invitation with
the remainder by individual in
vitation.
worn with cotton dresses and
light weight prints. Pat wears
it with a white cotton piquay
dress and white summer heels.
Katten's dressy hats styled by
Weyman of Caliifornia are be
coming quite the rage this year.
We expect to see quite a few
pretty Pacific coeds parade into
the Chapel Easter Sunday, look
ing very smart and stylish in their
new Weyman's hats. Flo Oleson
should look especially attractive
upon Easter's arrival in her soft
and feminine hat trimmed in pas
tel flowers with a saucy veil
sprinkeled with chenille dots.
Other styles which will be
popular are the tailored hats with
a lot of crown and hats worn on
and off the face, in powder blue,
pink, chartreus, and aqua, and
the new two tones of beige, navy,
and the Kelly green and red mix
tures.
So this Easter will undoubtedly
come in proudly and triumphant
ly with a beautiful display of
Katten's new selection of spring
hats.

Archania Scene
Of Dance Friday

Page 5

Fun Frolic to
Be Featured by
Zetagathean Club

A dance was held at Archancia
All unaffiliated girls of both
last Friday, March 29th in honor
colleges are invited to a fun fro
of Vinal Benson who was cele
lic sponsored by the Zetagathean
brating his twenty-first birthday.
Club on Monday night, April 8, at
Records supplied the music, the S.C.A.
while cokes were served through
In charge of Monday evening's
out the evening.
social are: Program, Lynette
Patronesses for the event were Christensen and Pat Moore; pub
Mr. and Mrs. Honna and Mr. and licity, Ann Steele; Refreshments,
Betty Hardie and Leola Brown.
Mrs. Karkentin.
Miss Naomi Fuqua is faculty ad
visor of the organization with
Ruth Asay and Mary Miss Helen Danner, Mrs. Brady,
Mrs. Fred Farley and Miss LorDabritz Honored at
ainrre Knoles, sponsors.

Duo-Wedding Shower

Pat McGee Engaged

Things came in pairs at the Pa
cific Cooperative House on March To Gus Hirsch
23, with showers for Miss Ruth
Newly rostered on the list of
Asay of Lodi and Miss Mary Dab brides elect is Miss Pat McGee
ritz, a Coop member.
who announced her betrothal to
Gus
Hirsch.
Miss Asay is the fiancee of Mr.
The traditional box of choco
Robert Dabritz,' now a student at
Boston Theological School and a lates bearing the name of the
former member of C.O.P.'s '45 couple was passed February 20th
in North Hall, the campus resi
class.
dence of the engaged girl.
Miss Dabritz will marry Mr.
Pat is the daughter of Mr. and
Delbert Asay,. now teaching mu Mrs. L. T. McGee of Redding and
sic at the Sutter School.
is a graduate of the Shasta Union
Both couples will be married at High School. She is now a sopho
a double ceremony on June 16th more in the Stockton Junior Col
lege and will graduate in June.
in Morris Chapel.
Gus has received his discharge
The favors for the shower con from the navy after 3% years of
sisted of lavender umbrellas and duty, 30 months of which was
flowers. Gifts for the two girls spent in the South Pacific. He is
were identical.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
The guests included: Mrs. Lucy Hirsch of Redding and was grad
Forkner, Mrs. Harriet Farr, Mrs. uated from the Shasta Union
Asay and daughter Esther of Lodi, High School. He is now employ
Ann Hunt from Redding, Miss ed in Redding.
Wedding plans are indefinite.
Genevieve Jones of Selma, Mrs.
Swinney of Yuba City, and the
Angry wife (to late husband):
Misses Marion Burness, Muriel
Hayward, Frances Colville, Ruth "What time does the clock say?"
Quite plastered husband: "It
Grodeon, Marj. French, B. J.
Brown, Miriam Avery, Elaine shay "Tick tock," and doggies
Boutelle, Cella Swinney, Sylvia shay "bow wow" and cows shay
Austin, Thelma Berg, Wally Blay- "moo moo" and pussy cats shay
ney, Dorothy Boggs, Doreen Pet "meow meow." Now are you
satisfied."
ers, Cookie Hisatomi.

AEO Initiates at
Candlelight Ceremony
At a recent formal candlelight
ceremony, Alpha Epsilon Omicron, campus honorary radio fra
ternity initiated six new members
into the organization.
There were two groups of ini
tiates in the combined ceremony.
Those initiated for November,
1945, were Mary Flaa, Jackie Geyer, and Doris Perkins. Those ini
tiated for March, 1946, were Mar
ion Akers, Robert English, and
Max Gobel. Membership in the
fraternity is determined by a
point system based on activity in
radio on the campus.
After the ceremony, the mem
bers adjourned to the home of
John and Bobbin Crabbe for a
business meeting and refresh
ments. John Crabbe is the facul
ty advisor for A.E.O.
Other members and guests in
attendance were Ester Harlow,
Litafrances
Darwin,
William
Ramsey, Tony Reid, Alta McClintock, Lillian Fuller, Jan Wiman,
Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall, and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farey.

Eleanor Steinmeyer
Announces Betrothal
Recently added to the list of
diamond ring wearers is Miss
Eleanor Steinmeyer who is an
nouncing her betrothal to Eugene
Allen Lanse.
Eleanor, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. E. S. Steinmeyer of San
Leandro, is a graduate of the San
Leandro High School and now is
a sophomore student in the Stock
ton Junior College.
Lanse is the son of Mr. and
Mr§. J- L. Lanse of Selma. He is
a graduate of the Selma High
School and attended the Stockton
Junior College for one semester.
He then entered the service of the
army and is at present stationed
In Missouri.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

The Newest Casual Sensation
*

BALLATEENA'S
INSPIRED BY THE BALLERINA

RALPH D. CRAMER
DEPENDABLE JEWELER
2032 PACIFIC AYE.
PHONE 4-4206
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Feather light . . with builtin wedge heel . . adjustable
drawstring ties . - . leather
soles in lush spring shades.

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
Wood
fuel oil
DIESEL oil
stove oil
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

$098

+

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
LODI

608 E MAIN
STOCKTON
OPPOSITE BREUNER'S

STOCKTON

MODESTO
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Kring Tops in Vault Competition
In San Diego Track Festival
By BENNY BENGAL

Tigers Meet San
Jose Here Sat.

Ray Kring, Pacific vaulting star, added another medal to
growing collection as he soared 13 ft. 3% in. to top all vaulting com
petition in the Aztec Relays and win the College Meet in San Dieg(
last Saturday.
A drizzle slowed contestants ant
spoiled many events. By my
afternoon, Jupiter Pluvius Wa<
giving his all and the vaulting
event in the Open Meet had to b«
called off because the vaulted
Raisin city horsehide fans will were landing everywhere exeepi
get their first view of the COP in the pit. Two vaulters frotr
nine in action when the locals U.S.C. tied for first place in the
tangle with Fresno State College Open Meet with a 12 ft. 6 in
vault. Ray considered it wise tc
there this afternoon.
remain out of this meet.
Although neither team has met
After a few warm-up tries, Ray
a common opponent from which
a comparison can be drawn the vaulted 12 ft. 4 in. Following
Fresnans can be counted on to this he cleared 13 ft. 10 in. but
furnish plenty of opposition for elbowed the bar on the way down
thus disqualifying the jump. His
the high riding Tigers.
final vault, 13 ft. 3% in., went
Either Lou Bronzon or Bill Mc
down in the books to win the ColFarland will hurl against the
lege Meet and end that event.
Bulldogs with the regular start
This was Ray's first meet of
ing line-up of Segale, Stassi, Torthe season and he was not quite
vick, Selkirk, Beckham, Brown,
up to his last season vault of 13
Mendez and Potter furnishing the
ft. 7 3/4 in. Coach Jackson has
support.
high hopes of having the Pacific
No starting list for Fresno has Coast Inter-Collegiate pole vault
been announced.
champion for the second consecu
tive year.

Fresno Bulldog
Tig<er Host

As I entered the Weekly Office
to have my weekly fact mauling
contest with Benny, a sad sight
greeted my red rimmed eyes. (I
had been out looking in windows
the night before). There in the
center of the sagging floor was
Undefeated in four games, Pacific's baseball nine will tangle with
Benny lying in all his splendor the highly rated San Jose State squad tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
(Benny always did look good in on the Oak Park diamond.
his orange union suit with the
SPARTAN HURLERS
black double B's on the front)
San Jose's power lies in their
with a knife in his back.
pitching as does Pacific's.
The
Unclenching his fingers I found
Spartan hurlers feature three
this note postmarked April 1.
righthanders and one port sider.
Benny Bengal
Fred Lindsay, basketball center
As a member of the Pacific
Pacific swimmers captured from last season's quintet, Jack
Student Association I feel that it only two firsts as they were Burtner, Milo Badger and "Tur
is my privilege to criticize very swamped by an experienced Cali key" Casaparavitch round out
sharply the poor manner in which fornia team in the Berkeley pool San Jose's moundsmen, and all
the sport section of the Weekly is last Saturday afternoon.
are probable starters.
being run.
The Spartans have a three win
The Bears with seven meets un
I would like to inform you that der their belts all ready this year one loss record in downing San
for the past two weeks spring swam in mid season form. Bean Francisco State 3-2, San Diego
football practice has been under was the standout performer for State 6-4, and Santa Barbara
way. I think that this has been Cal. His victories in the 220 and State 12-6, while dropping their
gross negligence on the part of 440 made him the only double single game to San Diego State
yourself in ignoring the school's winner of the day. Solinski, Rob 13-11 in extra innings. Pacific Ridley Is New Head
major sport.
of the semester. Other officers
inson, Matthews and Cunning stopped San Francisco State 2-0. Of Block P Club
who took their places were Char
If immediate action is not forth ham were also impressive.
STUDENT COACH
Gene
Ridley
is
the
new
presi
lie
Cooke, vice president, Reino
coming it will be my duty to call
For C.O.P. Dwight Atherton
San Jose is coached by a stu
this matter to the attention of the finished first in the 100 freestyle dent coach and seems to be doing dent of the Block P Society. He Dalben, secretary-treasurer, and
Pacific Student Association.
while tall Jack Carson edged out very well under the leadership of was elected Tuesday night as Ray Kring and Don Swift, Exhis
teammate Joe Wilson by a non-professional. Coach Ralph the club held its first meeting committee.
Yours threateningly,
Irate Student. inches in the 150 backstroke in Johnson puts George Smith, his
To Benny's murderer, the writer the only Pacific one two finish .500 hitting third baseman up to above all excellent spirit, which
Telephone 6-6324
of this letter, we give the bus of the day. The teams will meet match any stickers from Pacific. should make Saturday after
here
in
the
Pacific
Pool
in
a
re
Their first string centerfielder noon's - contest a nip-and-tuck af
driver's curse—which is as fol
Dave Rivera, played on last fair. Students are urged to come
lows: May you stand on the cor turn engagement April 20.
Results:
year's Esquire all-American base out and help push the Tigers on
ner with your nickels freezing in
300 medley—Cal.
(Escalona- ball game.
your hands and the wind driving
1910 Pacific Ave.
to victory.
sleet up your pants legs waiting Matthews-Doran) 3:24.5
BENGAL'S POWER
Probable starting line-up:
PASTRY & DELICATESSEN
220 freestyle—Bean (Cal), Rob
for a Stockton City Line Bus.
Pacific on the other hand will
SAN
JOSE
PACIFIC
Always Delicious
Benny's will ran as follows: To inson (Cal), Platti (COP) 2:26.2. have George Segale, Sam Stassi, Jack Marcipan RF
George Selkirk
50 freestyle — Solinski (Cal), Joe "Weddy" Mendez, and Jim Dave Rivera
Always Ready
Bruce Coleman I leave all my
Bob Beckham
Milo Badger
George Segale
bad luck. (Poor boy he had Coleman (Cal), Easby (COP) Torvik as main stay sluggers. George
Welmer
Jim Torvik
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Kayne Kreuzekup
Don Brown
enough all ready.) To Charlie 25.8.
Coach Hugh McWilliams has not Willie
Couklin
Sam Stassi
Open
Evenings and Sundays
Diving—Lavery (Cal), Keller designated a starter although four Peorge Smith
Cooke I leave my union suit. (You
Joe Mendez
Jack Pottei •fr
can wear it to bed Charlie.) To (Cal), tie between Spanos and capable hurlers will be on hand Pete Denevi
Miss McCann I leave me hollow Boone (COP).
ill
in the form of Jerry "Jess"
100 freestyle—Atherton (COP), Haines, John Guilfoyle, Lou
leg. (You can now do away with
Dozier (Cal), Coleman (Cal) Bronzon, and Bill McFarland.
the one in your desk.)
Benny's last wish was that his 57.3.
Both teams have good pitching,
150 backstroke—Carson (COP) good hitting, fair fielding, and
ashes be scattered in "Tooly
(COP),
Chounsberry
Knoole's" beard. This will be Wilson
done at a special assembly on (Cal) 1:56.8.
the second Tuesday of next week.
200 breastroke — Matthews
SILVER LEAF
Please refrain from cheering and (Cal), Cunningham (Cal), tie be
throwing cigar butts on the deck. tween Matteoni and Bice both
Ice Cream Fountain
(COP) 2:48.2.
It might work?
Blub.
440 freestyle—Bean (Cal), Rob
Rubber Bathing Caps
If one had been In the vicinity inson (Cal), Werner (COP) 5:19.5.
of the track last week, he might
400 relay—Cal (Doran, Burger,
Girl's Tennis Shorts
'THE PLACE TO SNACK"
have seen row boats anchored in Draves, Dozier) 4:01.9.
the Saucer Bowl, Chris Kjeldson
Men's Gabardine Swim Trunks
The wearing of a fraternity pin
looking for swimming material,
22
S.
California
St.
Ray Kring breaking world's pole used to denote an engagement.
Bally Ski Boots
Stockton, California
vaulting record by floating over Now it only shows that there has
a 16 ft. bar at high tide, A1 Gian- been a small skirmish.
nini skipping the discuss at low
tide, and the non-swimming mem
bers of the squad lined up in their
water-wings. From all this, one
Complete
GRAND
can gather that the high water
situation is certainly getting out
TENNIS and BADMINTON
of hand.
ICE

Bear Swimmers
Trounce Tigers

ORSI'S

Hard to Get Items...

. . . Just Received

r

CREAM

REPAIR and RESTRING SERVICE

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0664
2302 Pacific Ave.

In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

WARD TYLER'S SPORT SHOP
"Everything for Every Sport"

PHONE 7-7096
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

Hotel Stockton Bldg.
129 E. Weber Ave.

Dial 2-i
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Grid Outlook
Shows Promise
By DAVID M. GERBER
The call to arms for the 57th invasion of the nation's gridirons
by AMOS ALONZO STAFF, "The grand old man of football" is cur
rently being answered by 65 hardy Tigermen. Mr. Stagg faces the
task of whipping together his spring practice candidates for a sched
ule that highlights such strong opponents as University of Oregon,
North Western, and University of Arizona.
Consequently he has initiated
an early start this year, that will
GIRL SPORTS
be climaxed by and terminated
on the May 11 Mardi Gras cele
By BEVERLY BILLUPS
bration with the annual Orange
Thirty Pacific girls will leave and Black football game.
This
campus tomorrow at 3:30 for Oak competitive game of hurtling
land to see Martha Graham per craniums together may turn out
form. In the words of Miss Sheri to be a C.O.P. classic, as former
dan, "Martha Graham is consid varsity men on the campus are
ered the greatest American dan threatening an Almuni game to
cer in the world today". Is it any heighten the festivities of the
wonder that the 30 which are go day.
ing have been walking on pink
Ably assisting C.O.P.'s silver
clouds for the last week? The thatched football mentor is Lar
arrangements sound perfect. A ry Siemering, popular baseball
bus has been chartered to take coach. He has recently dropped
the girls to and from Oakland. the reins of that team to aid in
The tickets have already been or the gearing of Pacific's eleven
dered (and they are some of the for the coming season, in the
best). The gals will take their capacity of line coach
lunches and eat on the bus.
Helping these men with val
Sounds almost fool-proof, doesn't uable playing experience are
it?
such former players as Charlie
If you were over at the gym Cooke who sustained a damag
last Tuesday about 1:20, and ing injury in '44 and is a hard
heard wild shrieks and screams felt loss to this year's squad. Big
coming from the girls' locker Bob Igams C.O.P.'s tackle for
room—it could have been Stella three years.
Clem Swaggerty,
Spanos, Lois Hymes, or Janice Captain of the 1938 squad. Wil
Broin. It seems a man walked lis Boyarsky who in 1940 was vot
in very unexpectedly—wonder if ed as end on Notre Dame's allhe lost something!!!
opponent team.
Returning lettermen who are
Betty Hackett has taken over
on the modern dancing class Wed rounding into shape this spring
nesdays at 3:20. She really puts are Honorary Capt. Jean Ridley.
the gals through their paces ac Back Harold Ghralman and Line
cording to Carmel Struckman and men Jim Watters, L. E. Mothorn,
Barbara Merrill, and after watch George Brumm, Robert Hyman,
ing some of her "students" hob and Willard Klemin. Lettermen
bling around—I don't doubt it at Tommy Atkins, Joe Mendez and
all!
Jim Torvik are currently playing
All of you tennis players will | with the college baseball club
be glad to read that next week while A1 Giannini and Don Hall
W.A.A. is going out for tennis in are lending their weight to Paci
a big way—4:15's the time, so if fic's Track Team. Bill Milyou're at all interested—come on haupt of last year's squad is pres
out and join the gang! If there ently presiding as chairman of
is enough of what it takes, Miss the Mardi Gras.
A new innovation in College of
Cole plans to form a tennis team
—the girls at several colleges are
all eager to challenge us—just
think of the fun!!
And you volley-ball enthusiasts
are not going to be left out—next
week volley-ball starts on Tues
days and Thursdays at 4:15.
here is going to be intra-living
group competition just as there
was in basket-ball, so that all
iving groups or organizations
on campus that care to can form
eir team and have loads of fun
competing with others.

Stewart Brown, who occupies
the top spot on home court play
ed games, will have his hands
full tomorrow. Brown was all
college singles, doubles, and mix
ed doubles champ for consecu
tive years in '39 and '40, as well
as San Joaquin County singles
champ.

Chris Kjeldsen's swimming out
fit still smarting from the lacing
at the hands of Cal handed Lodi
High School a 40-16 defeat in a
meet held in the Pacific Pool
Tuesday afternoon.
The Tigers won every event in
cluding the relays. Best times of
the day were turned in by Atherton in the 50 yard freestyle and
Wilson in the backstrocke. Oth
er Pacific winners were Matteoni, Platti and Easby.
Results:
50 freestyle — Atherton 25.6;
100 backstroke — Wilson 1:11.5;
100 breastroke—Matteoni 1:24.2;
220—Platti 2:38.5; 100 freestyle—
Easby 1:08.2; 150 medley—(Wil
son, Matteoni, Carson) 1:37.2; 200
relay—(Atherton, Easby, Werner,
Platti) 1:48.2.

Facing Brown across the net
tomorrow will be one Arnold
Beisser. The situation is slight
ly ironical. Beisser is now Stan
ford's number one man. And to
those of you who remember, he is
an ex-Pacific man. During his
two years here at Pacific Beisser
never lost an intercollegiate
Pacific's athletic policies has be match and managed to win out and the San Joaquin County
gun since Dean Corson's accep against the best men that UCLA, championship.
tance of an invitation to join the UC, and USC could muster.
Still undecided is the battle for
California Collegiate Athletic As
sixth
spot on the varsity, which is
Back from the Army Air Corps
sociation has severing this with
to strengthen the team are being played off by Dick Crete,
the Far Western Conference.
Brown, Charles Covey, and Noel Gordon Dalbeck, and Lowell Jen
This fall C.O.P. Tigers will be
Prince, all of whom were form sen. Seems they can all beat
initiated into the Association
erly on the varsity in pre-war each other but not one of them
none too gently by meeting such
can beat the other two.
rugged going ball teams as San days.
Don Swift is now in his second
Jose State, Santa Barbara, Fres
season with the varsity team and
no State and San Diego State.
! FRIEDBERGER'S
College of the Pacific football has distinguished himself as a
schedule:
fast man on the basket ball court
Jewelers
Sept. 28—University of Ore during the '44-'45, '45-'46 seasons.
gon at Eugene.
•
Bill Mundt, number five man
Oct. 4—Open.
on the varsity, has previously as
Oct. 11—Santa Barbara State serted his ability on the courts.
JEWELRY FOR
at Stockton (night).
In his younger days way back in
Oct. 19—U of Arizona at Tuc '42 he took all honors in the boys'
MEN and CO-ED
son.
division of the State Tournament.
Oct. 26—Northwestern U. at At one time he also held San
339 East Main Street
Evanston.
Francisco's city championship
Nov. 2—Open.
Nov. 8—San Jose State at
Stockton (night).
Musical Supplies of all Kinds
Maud Cornwell
Nov. 16—Fresno State at Fres
Johnny Calvin
no.
School For Secretaries
FOR MUSIC
Nov. 23—Open.
Spring Term Starts Feb. 18
Ph. 3-1536 2016 Pacific Ave.
Nov. 30—San Diego State at 530 West Vine St.
Ph. 2-4384
"On the Miracle Mile"
San Diego.

FOUR-DAY SERVICE

—

•

2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774

• ADVERTISING
» ARCHITECTURAL
• COMMERCIAL

No assignment too large or too small • INDUSTRIAL

•

Just the thing for those
leisure hours .. Select from
Gem-tone shades—
5.95

• LEGAL

ANYTHING — ANYWHERE

ANYTIME

* PANORAMIC

Phone 2-9240

-

• PORTRAIT
PUBLICITY

E. Main St.

Still untried this season
Tiger Varsity Tennis team begins
its schedule tomorrow at 1:30
when it encounters Stanford Uni
versity here on the home courts.

We give Quality
Plus Service

FOR

6°6

A merciless barrage of hits
which scored 17 runs in seven in
nings gave Pacific's Tigers an
easy win over the Stockton Field
Flyers Tuesday afternoon on the
Flyer diamond.
Batting honors went to Don
Brown and Sam Stassi both clout
ing a circuit hit apiece. Brown
got three for four at the bat.
Stassi's four bagger sailed out
403 feet. Pete Chalmers and
Walt Goldman both of whom
went in in the fifth inning got a
two bagger each off the weak
army pitching.
For Pacific John Guilfoyle
pitched the first four and Jerry
Haines the remaining three. Guil
foyle struck out six. Haines
sotpped three.

College Cleaners

BOB'S STUDIO
Photographs

Tigers Flatten
Lodi Swimmers
the

Stanford Tennisers
Play Here Tomorrow

Tigers Plaster
Flyers 17-3

REAL ESTATE

D E V E L O P I N G

^

eStote
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Returning Professors
And New Members
Swell Faculty Rolls

Relations at Monte Toyon Hotel
! at Aptos, California. The conference was held during the past
week-end.

NEWS
BRIEFS

A tentative list of new C. O. P.
and S. J. C. instructors has been
The SCA cabin at Hogan Dam
announced by Dr. Bawden, Presi near Valley Springs will be the
dent of Stockton Junior College, scene of a retreat this weekend
through his secretary.
for about 15 students and chapGeorge Blackwell, who has his erones.
B. S. from Armstrong College,
Subjects for discussion are as
comes to teach Business Adminis follows: SCA History, Under
tration after spending some time standing My World, Understand
as a major in the Army Trans ing My Self, Understanding My
portation Corp.
Responsibility, How the SCA Can
William R. Fitz received his Help.
B.A. from San Jose State College
Omega Phi Alpha Fraternity,
and is instructing courses in Eng
on Thursday, March 21st, elected
lish and Humanities.
Ruel Fick, a Humbolt State Col as President, Clem Swagerty;
lege graduate with a B. A., comes Vice-President, Walt Goldman;
to the campus direct from the Secretary, Jack Cook; Treasurer,
Navy where he served as a spec Raymond Kosich; House Man
ialist. Psychology is the course ager, Robert Lauppe; Recorder,
Robert Nichols; Chaplain, Robert
he will instruct.
Miss Elizabeth Humbargar is Ijams; Reporter, Walt Pinska;
teaching English here as she did Guard, William Gott.
for many years at Stockton High
The Laurel Potteries was the
School.
Ex-Army Air Corps Captain destination of the two sections of
Lowell Kindschi received his M. Dr. Waldo's Geology class Tues
A. from the University of Wiscon day and Thursday where students
sin and is teaching English here learned of the making of pottery.
at Stockton Junior College.
Under the leadership of Dr.
New Speech Instructor is Her- Allen Waldo, Professor of Geo
old Lillywhite, an ex-lieutenant in logy, the two sections spent their
the Navy who received his Ph.D. lab periods at the potteries as a
from the University of New York. unit of work for the course.
Ex-Pacificite Hugh McWilliams
returns to the C. O. P. campus;
Christine Klamarth, Carmen
this time as an instructor, in Juarez, and Elizabeth Kauka,
stead of student, in the P.E. de students at Stockton Junior Col
partment. He was recently dis lege, attended a student confer
charged from the Army where he ence reunion which was presented
served as a physical education di by the Institute of International
rector.
Recently returned from leave in
which time he spent three years from overseas duty with the
as a lieutenant in the Navy is American Red'Cross is Jane Mat
John Crabbe, Speech instructor. hews, new Business Administra
He received his M.A. degree from tion teacher.
Glenn Miller, who received his
here.
Social Science Professor Har B. D. from the Garrett Biblical
old Jacoby returns to the campus Institute, comes here to teach
after four years absence, during Political Science.
which time he served with the
A former Pacific student, Ruth
UNRRA. He received his Ph.D. Henning, returns to the campus;
at the University of Pennsylvania. this time as an instructor in Art.
After one semester's leave phy
An ex-army man who spent 3%
sical education instructor James years in the service is Psychol
Watson returns to the campus to ogy Professor Albert Sharpe, who
resume his old post.
received his M. A., from North
Coming to the C. O. P. campus western.

Mr. Devere Allen, Editor of
Worldover Press, and recent
speaker at the chapel, spoke on
"One World or Chaos?". He also
led the round table discussion on
"Latin America."
From June 23 to July 2, the
Institute of International Rela
tions will again hold a student
conference reunion on the Mills
College campus.
Two new aviation courses in
the College of the Pacific are now
being offered. Aeronautics 10 in
volves background and problems
in aeronautics groundwork and
Aeronautics 51 is elementary
pilot training in which problems
of actual flying maneuvers are
studied.
Only first semester freshmen
are assigned seats for the week
ly assemblies. The list of names
has been posted in the hall in the
Administration Building and in
the auditorium.

on a little furthur we discover
Miss Ima Mess who in all fairness
cannot be called a COP beauty
rather let's say she's . . . well
By BOB COLE
taking her at face value, a girj
Did you hear about the moron with a 97c face. (No million do!
who put a cage around his watch lar.)
to keep the tick from running up
Babes used in this column in
his arm? Well, maybe the mor compliance with the government's
on would have been better off if anti-inflation policy.) Miss Mess
he came to COPandemonium said Quote "Wellll, I kinda been
where the "ticks" don't even run! a'wonderin' bout why them clocks
The question is, what causes stop and I sorta got the idee that
the clocks to stop and, after gath maybe . . . uh . . . maybe one of
ering dis and data from local au the hairs from President Knoles
thorities we hereby present the moustache or goatee got blown
off, an . . . stuck in the mechani.
answer.
calism o' the thing an' . . . " Un.
Our first stop is Weber Hall, quote. Poor Miss Mess . . . and
where we ask for an interview her "reliable" Phych. 4 class test
with COP's own Dr. Asdfghjkl
put her in the upper 1 per cent
and his assistant Prof. Qwertyutoo. . .
iop. (Typing students should be
Noting that the dining hail
familiar with the spelling of their
names.) Tell us, Dr. A and Pro clock was also off by some three
fessor Q., what do you think is hours we investigated and discov
ered that it had been taken apart
the reason for this occurrence?
"Veil," says Dr. A, "in mine hon and used for "seconds" at chow
est opinion I'm thinking maybe it the night before. Yes, we know
is caused by a short in the helec- that was corn, but we bet it was
trical system. You see, der stu the best you've had in weeks!
At week's end, it was decided to
dents are doing so much sparking
that it causes de clocks to go adopt one of the following sug
gestions to improve conditions:
skeerooy." Thank you, Dr. A.
(Continued on page 8)
Valking (excuse me) Walking

Clocks and
Consequences

W{
DOWNSTAIRS
STORE

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229
"HDlHHIIIIUIIIIllllll

Open Evenings
'til 10
We Employ
Capable Watchmakers
We have the largest and
most up to date jewelrv
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
pairing also diamond re
setting and CUTTING. Why
not surprise yourself and
pay us a visit? We carry a
large stock of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Our
prices are the lowest and
our terms to suit you.
"Stockton's First and
Only Diamond Cutters"
"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St..
Stockton

PESCE & CO.

When You Think
. of Dancing

Play-Togs for a
San Joaquin Summer

REMEMBER—
There's always
Good Music
and
Hie Nicest People

Long sunshinny jloys are ahead. Let your sun
frocks and play suits be the clever one and two
piece and midriff styles in this collection. Splashy

at

prints,

TRIANON

bright

stripes,

shorts and skirts of

sweet

pastels

jersey, seersucker,

make
spun

rayon . . . gay as vacation!

IALLROOM
520 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton

4.98 to 18.95
+
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AWS PRES.

TO TAKE OFFICE

Dorothy Gelatt
Next AWS Pres.

Welcome Home
Feature Theme
For Mardi Gras

zo, Dorothy Adams, Carolyn Lar
son, Alice Dakin, Rosemarie Hale
and Pug Dabritz.
Each campus living group is
asked to enter at least one float.
The only limitation on the floats
is that they cost no more than
$25. The houses entering queens
may have a convertible for her to
ride in, as well as the float. The
cost of decorating the convertible
does not have to come out of the
$25 used on the float. The en
trance deadline is May 1st.

"Welcome Home" is the theme
chosen for the Mardi Gras parade
to be held Friday evening, May
10th, from 6:45 to 7:45. The par
ade will originate in front of the
Civic Auditorium, proceed south
on El Dorado to Weber Avenue,
turn east to Stanislaus, south to
Main Street, going one block
All students are asked to en
west on Main to the Court House ter in the stunt competition be
where the Judge's Stand will be, tween floats. Aubrey Brown is
north on Hunter and across the chairman of this event.
Weber where it will disperse.
Saturday, two scheduled events
All houses on the campus are are the Swimming Party and the
represented by the committee in Alumni Luncheon. Helen Gra
charge of the event. Bob Raven ham is chairman of the swim
is the chairman, assisted by ming party assisted by Peg FroneCarolyn Bennetson, Don Dickie, field, Maureen Foster, Shirley
Frannie Burks, Carolyn Harris, Gilpatric, Jeanne Bergeron, Jean
Barry McDermott, Vernon Chior- Spangler and Barbara Merrill.
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PERI-SCOOP
SPRING SONG

I waken every morning,
As if I'm still asleep;
I slip into my school clothes,
And dreamily I eat.
Next I find my school books,
Why worry? Miss the bus!
There'll always be another
So why pout and fuss?
Hi ho! Yes I know,
I'm just an eager beaver
Afflicted with spring fever.
—Tyro Weekly.

lather. Doesn't bubble. Doesn't
clean. It's just company in the
tub! — Advertisement for new
soap.
Some day they'll unravel the
mystery of the sweater girl. —
The Pelican.
"I love you—ouch!"
"I love you ouch!"
And there you have the story
of two porcupines necking. —
Pelican.
They were stuck on each oth
er!!

"Girl stabs suitor nine times as HAVE YOU HEARD???
he proposes matrimony!"—News
She was only a fireman's
Item.
daughter, but she surely went to
He evidently got the point!!!
blazes
Or—
Crook: "Put up your hands or The boy stood on the burning
I'll blow your brains out."
deck
Lunatic: "Heh, heh, heh, heh, Beside his sister, Molly.
heh!"—The Santa Clara.
The deck was torrid to the boy,
And also hot ta' Molly!—The
Use Lumpo soap. Doesn't Weekly Torch.

Dorothy Gelatt was elected
president of
the Associated
Women Students at the semi-an
nual election held last week. She
will take office in the Fall to suc
ceed Marilyn Sheppard.
Other officers elected are: Jane
Baty, first vice president; June
Ann Hoffman, recording secre
tary; Marge Hiers, corresponding
secretary.
Barbara Roth will
serve as second vice president.
Next semester the president will
appoint a treasurer and the re
maining cabinet.

Yearbook Sales
Going- Fast
The business manager for the
1946 Naranjado has announced
that sales are going along very
well. More than one hundred and
fifty year-books have already
been sold and that figure is ex
pected to advance rapidly as soon
as the booth is opened for longer
periods at a time. The Bond
Booth is to be opened in the after
noon as well as morning begin
ning next Monday, the exact times
to be posted on the booth itself.
Don't wait too long to buy your
yearbook. There are 50 per cent
•nore students and faculty mem
bers than books.
Toler: "Where is Rogers
Murla: "He's in the dart
accentuating the negative."

MOST INTERESTING
BOOK STORE
OFFICE — SCHOOL
and LEGAL SUPPLIES

QUINN'S
120

E. Main

Phone 7-7712

ttecoras

°TTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553
Qpen Friday Evening
7 — 9 p. m.

Katten and Marengo Exclusive Fashion
as modeled by Marctn Abraham of North Hall.
—Photograph by Hollywood Studio
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Student Union? Smoking Rooms? Student Union Plans

EDITORIAL

Rapidly Formulating

The function of a newspaper, whether it is large metro
politan daily or a school organ, is to bring to its readers all
of the news that it is in its power to bring them.
There comes a time, however, in the life of every paper
when either news or advertising must be sacrificed due to
lack of available space in which to print all the advertising
or all the news. That time has now come to the Pacific
Weekly.
Since advertising is the financial life-blood of any news
paper, it naturally follows that when there is a surfeit of
both news and advertising, a certain amount of the space
normally devoted to news must be sacrificed to ads.
For probably the first time in the history of the paper,
this situation now faces the staff of the Weekly. We ask
you, therefore, to bear with us until we find some means
of increasing the amount of space that is availabe to us for
the printing of news and feature stories.
Since our news space is limited for the time being, we
are trying to pursue a policy of giving as fair a break as
we can to each department and each organization in the
school. If any department turns in a story that is not run,
please understand that is entirely due to lack of space, and
it is not an intentional slight.
If a story that has been turned in is not run one week,
turn one in the next week, and we will try not to pass it up
two weeks in a row. When the newsprint and advertising
situations return to normal we shall again try to give you
just exactily the type of paper that you have every right to
expect.
The University of California research staff dug down
deep into its bag of tricks the other day and came up with
a startling set of figures that should give every one of us
some food for thought.
Among the most startling of the learned professors'
assertions was their claim that sometime toward the end
of this year a peak in veterans enrollments in junior col
leges, colleges and universities in California will be reached
with nearly 1,000,000 veterans applying for admission to
the state's institutions of learning. Perhaps even more
startling was the estimate that 300,000 of these will be exservice men from other states who have decided to come
to California to receive their educations and later will settle
here.
The opinion of leading educators of the state seems
to be that IF this number of applicants can be accommo
dated in the classrooms of the state's schools, it will not
only overload the already sorely taxed facilities, but it will
also lower the existing standards of education which are
at present among the highest in the country.
Although numerous plans have been put forth in an
attempt to solve the classroom accommodation of this vast
number of students including the suggestion that de-acti
vated army camps be turned into junior colleges, no satis
factory plan has yet been put forth which will come close
to solving the latter problem.
The specter of a decline in the educational standards
has already begun to rear its head on our own campus.
Those members of the student body who attended GOP
before the war will remember classes of from 15 to 25
students. Even with the increase in the number of faculty
members it is hard to find a section in either school now
that contains less than 30 students, and some of them run
as high as 50.
It is not the professor's fault if a student does not re
ceive individual attention. After all, one can hardly expect
the same amount of attention in a class of 50 students that
one received in a class of 20 students.
Rough as it is now, faculty and students alike should
realize that the worst is yet to come. Crowded conditions in
California schools will be more crowded before the situa
tion is finally relieved. It is up to faculty and students alike
to work together to see that our educational standards are
not dragged down from their present peak despite over
crowding in our schools.

Assembly Schedule
April 11—Stan Reames' Oichestra.
April 18—To be arranged.
April 25 — P.S.A. Campus
Day.
May 2—Honor Societies.
May 9—P.S.A. Mardi Gras.

May 16—Nomination of P. S.
A. officers.
May 23—P. S. A. Campaign
speeches.
May 30—Religious Emphasis
Week.
June 7—Sophomore class
program.
June 13—A.W.S. assembly,
men meet in Greek theatre.

Horizons
Unlimited
By DICK PEDERSEN

The increasing appearance of
foot-paths cut across the lawns
of our campus is becoming so
serious that some sort of antitrail campaign should be started.
Not only does this practice of
cutting corners of the lawn be
come an unthinking habit, but it
leaves an ugly mark on an other
wise beautiful campus. We have
always admired the symmetry
and beauty of the campus and
have usually been careful to keep
it that way.
Nobody would argue that beat
en foot-paths cutting across the
lawns at crazy angles are aug
menting the beauty of the cam
pus. Almost everybody would
agree that something should be
done to prevent it.
CAMPUS BEAUTY SPOTS

Yet we continually make these
paths worse and make it harder
for the gardners by our careless
ness and haste, for it is little else.
Too many of us say: "Oh, just
this time, and next time I'll go
around."
The only way to stop is to be
gin avoiding the path of least re
sistance, so to speak, and to fol
low the sidewalks that have been
provided.
The problem isn't something
entirely new with this generation
of college students as can be seen
by the numerous chain fences
around parts of the campus. But
just as "stone walls do not a
prison make," neither do chain
fences prevent paths.
The only result is that careless
students go around them, and
soon we have another unharmonious trail.
TIME SAVERS?

The gardners have even tried
to prevent this practice by plant
ing shoots and small trees in the
spots where students offend the
most, but the result has been that
we still go around, as we do with
the fences.
It isn't a matter of extreme
urgency or lack of time. The
amount of time saved by cutting
from Women's Hall to the Libra
ry is squandered powdering your
nose after you get over there, and
no one can save more than three

or four seconds at Anderson Hall
or in front of the SCA.
Nothing more than laziness or
carelessness is the cause, and
nothing more than a little effort
and pride will cure it. This does
n't mean that the grass is just
something to look at but not to
walk on, or play on, or sit on.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

It does mean that it was put
there for a purpose and not to be
trampled under. During the last
rains I saw several people going
across these paths and actually
become irritated because they
were muddy, as if the school
should have been considerate
enough to pour gravel on them.
The Student Affairs Committee
is considering methods to dis
courage the use of these trials,
and it will probably be necessary
to erect more fences to alleviate
the difficulty. This will help
temporarily, but we don't want
all of our lawns fenced off and
the only way to prevent it is to
take matters into your own hands
and think twice.
At present there are only three
bad places, but the habit is becom
ing ingrained and more are ap
pearing. For instance, a new one
is "under construction" from the
SCA toward North Hall.
We should be just as careful
in preventing new ones from
forming as we should be to avoid
the ones which already exist.
This is just a small matter, the
attention to which will cause no
body serious inconvenience, but
which will result in an improved
appearance on the campus.

"Plans for the proposed Student
Union Building are being rapidly
formulated and an announcement
will be made soon concerning the
raising of funds and a campaign"
announced Paul Berger, Chain
man of the PSA Student Union
Committee, this week.
The Union building will be
built behind the new Women's
Dorm now being erected, and construction will begin as soon as
enough money has been raised to
support initial construction.
Plans have been drawn up and
accepted which include a book
store, enlarged Cub House, ter
race, lounge, student body head
quarters and social pavilion for
dancing.
The building will be built by
units as fast as it can be financ
ed. The committee is now work
ing on methods of raising the
funds.
Both the AWS and the PSA
have been contacted concerning
the matter and the drive is to be
handled entirely by the students.
Berger also announced that
present tentative plans include a
concerted campaign this sprint*
among the students, and that th
college is offering all possible f G
in contacting outside sources and
in completing the plans for con
struction of the building.

Engineer Class Open
Mr. Herbert E. Welch announc
ed Tuesday that students may
still enter the Advanced Drawing
class given on Tuesday and
Thursday from 3:20 to 6:00. In
this class the following four sec
tions are offered: (1) Advanced
architecture, structural steel,
mapping, aeronautical drafting;
(2) Advanced drafting; (3) Spec
ial work in advanced pictorial
publications; and (4) A course in
straight engineering drawing.

Clocks

(Continued from page 6)
1) Install Sundials
(which
would be collapsible) in the mid
dle of all the main streets on cam
pus. (Abandoned due to lack of
materiel)
2( Present
24-karat
gold
watches to every student who has
never smoked on campus. (Aban
don due to lack of students)
3) Have all ex-navy veterans
pass through the streets every
half hour either to announce (a'
"Five o'clock and all's well" or
sound bells as on shipboard.
(Abandoned due to lack of volun
teers)
4) Have some of the girls g°
around to every room on campus
"Know how to keep a horse and announce the hour. (They
from drooling?"
would discontinue this service aft'
"No."
er ten p. m. (Abandoned!)
"Teach him to spit."
5) Get the clocks fixed.
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